Experience the full power of OXYGEN™
Players seek aquatic treasures under the light of the
moon with help from wise dolphins!
Features the new frequent, guaranteed Dolphin`s
Line Bonus which includes a new binding wild rule
The Chest symbol triggers the Free Game Bonus
where players can win up to 300 free games
during one session

G a me va r i ati ons
Dolphin‘s moon™ is exclusively available
on the OXYGEN Upright and Slant cabinet*.

Base G am e
All wins are paid left to right except bonus trigger.
When the Dolphin symbol appears on reel
three it is wild and substitutes for all symbols except the Moon and Chest symbols.
When the Moon symbol appears on reel
three it is wild and substitutes for all symbols except the Chest symbols.

bon u s f e atur es
DOLPHIN’S LINE BONUS
When a Dolphin appears on the middle reel, the first
position/reel on the Dolphin‘s Line will be marked with
a Wild symbol. With each spin all Wild symbols on the
Dolphin‘s Line will move one position to the right. Each
additional Dolphin will again mark the first position/
reel on the Dolphin‘s Line with a Wild symbol. If the
Moon appears anywhere on the middle reel, all reels
with a Wild symbol on the Dolphin‘s Line will turn wild
on all positions.
free gameS BONUS
Three or more Chest symbols appearing anywhere on
screen trigger the Free Games Bonus awarding 10 free
games to the player. The Moon symbol is guaranteed
to appear in every 10th free game which leads to a big
win. Free games can be re-triggered up to a maximum
number of 300(!).
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Bet
per
line
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game)

25

5

125

2.66 - 2.69

62,500

25

10

250

2.66 - 2.69

125,000

25

20

500

2.66 - 2.69

250,000

25

50

1250

2.66 - 2.69

625,000

Payout % range between 86% - 96% in 2% steps.*

